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Ffxiv paladin tanking guide

Classes &amp; Jobs FFXIV: Best Refueling Class Tier List - Patch 5.3 Updated Aug 11, 2020 By bxakid If you're new to Final Fantasy XIV or just want to know if the Dark Knight, Gunbreaker, Warrior or Paladin is made for you, this is the right place! In this guide we will cover the basics of each tank and
how good they are at the moment with a list of levels for Patch 5.3 of FF14 on PC and PS4. In Final Fantasy XIV four tanks are available now with very different range of magic and playstyles. If you feel lost, which is currently the best for daily use, or simply just the best for you this guide is what you need.
Our location will be based on personal experience from the author (that's me) of: Daily and casual use How hard is the class to play as a beginner Fun If you want to unlock one of these jobs, here's our guide on how to lock each class in FFXIV. Hey Listen! This list of levels will not be based on use during
new raids and brutal content as we can write a dedicated endgame list in the future! Tanks Tier List for FFXIV 5.3 Tier 1 - Gunbreaker The Gunbreaker is the youngest brother of the tank family, and he took everything from his elders. Although it is a class that could be judged as harder to play it is very
satisfying and at the same time be very strong. Gunbreaker focuses on pressing a lot of buttons with very little downtime making it a very active tank. With healing for you or a team member, lots of defensive magic and good injury Gunbreaker fits all the requirements of a good tank and does it really well!
(Apart from Superbolide, let's not talk about that one). Satisfying dual rotation Great damage output Great AOEs combos Low number of weapons options Damage depends on rotation learning Superbolide Tier 2 – Dark Knight You will be able to unlock the Dark Knight at level 50 and finally embrace your
dark side! Dark Knight is a very versatile job, so you can refuel a lot while not getting hit in the face too much. The enemy, on the other hand, will not enjoy facing you! With a large panel of attacks even sustaining you will be able to punch hard while overcoming most of the enemies, even in large groups.
It's for me one of the best class to start having fun as a tank with a mix of heavy damage, sustain and cool-looking animations (that's important too, I guess). Self maintain Great physical and magical mitigation The Darkest Night Great story quests Mana management can be clumsy at first early levels can
be a bit boring Tier 3 – Paladin Paladin is a class starter Level 1 like Warrior (we're coming to this one soon) and is number one in the clean refueling field. Very easy to learn, but quite hard to master Paladin uses a mixture of attacks to apply injuries over time to enemies and great defense buffs. With a
cure in case of emergency and enough mitigation to make think he is the actual boss of the duty Paladin focuses on defense and can be a little boring to play casually outside of duties. Team Mitigation Utility With Healer and Shields Two Two Over Time Attacks You get protective wings Less pure damage
The real fun starts Level 80 Designed for tasks more than solo leveling Tier 4 – Warrior Big axe for sure, but Warrior lacks a bit of everything everywhere. In fact, the class can do a lot of damage early in the game, but is doomed with a bad aoe cone sooner rather than later, which can be hideous to
control aggro in tasks or roulettes. Emptying the meter you filled by spamming the same button is close to the only mechanic you want too, making the warrior a proper tank if you like this kind of gameplay! Very damage oriented Best Invincibility in the game Enrage mode looks awesome Worst Dash of
the four Tanks Rotation is filling and emptying a gauge Low Level AOE is mediocre now that you might have a better understanding of who is doing what, it is important to note that every tank and class in this game is viable and as long as you have fun playing it You're doing it right! We would like to listen
to any comment or questions you might have in the comments section below and would love to see you again on our brand new Final Fantasy XIV portal where we publish all our guides and news about Eorzea! Traveling long distances is quite common in Final Fantasy XIV, but did you know you can
speed up your mounts? Here's how you can get Riding Maps to speed up your mounts in FF14. If you're looking for the list of Final Fantasy XIV classes don't go anywhere. In this guide, we will cover all the available jobs in FF14 and how to unlock them. There are four FFXIV tank jobs to choose from, and
Paladin (PLD) is probably the most straightforward of them. First of all, thematically and visually, Paladin looks like a tank the most. They are the only one of the classes and jobs that use swords and shields - trademarks for this role in most RPGs. At the same time, the holy warrior in full record armor
feels like the ultimate guardian who will protect their party from all evil. FF14 Paladins definitely live up to this imagination while making the easiest thought to play in this game. However, it can still be difficult to play this role in many other role-playing games. Final Fantasy XIV is pretty complicated,
especially in terms of combos and making use of the loaded skillsets that all the jobs can access. If you transfer from another MMO, or you have no experience of refueling in FFXIV, Paladin is a perfect job learning the role. Tanking in FFXIV In the same way as other role-playing games, the most
important job in a tank is to get all the enemies' attention, taking all the damage while allowing space for DPS players to kill monsters. In Final Fantasy XIV, you can do it by generating animosity (it's a similar to threat or hate in some other games). Each job in FF14 is assigned one of the three roles:
damages dealer, healer and tank. DPS role also divided into melee DPS varied DPS and wheels. Unfortunately you can't really go for an off-meta build and stay effective in any other role Calculated. As you will only be good as a tank. Usually tanks have special taunting abilities that allow them to keep
aggro on themselves. Final Fantasy XIV is a bit different in that matter, especially since the patch implemented Shadowbringers changes. While there is still a Provoke skill that can be used to taunt the enemy, it is more of an emergency tool to use when something is not going as planned. This applies to
all tank jobs, so the Dark Knight, Warrior, and newly introduced Gunbreaker are also affected. In Stormblood and previous patches, tank players had to choose between focusing on animosity or on injuries - which made min-maxing your rotations more difficult. FFXIV tank jobs have been updated to have
a higher passive animosity generation than the other characters. You just need to land your combinations, just like everyone else, and you should be able to hold the boss's attention at all times. It actually allows tanks to optimize their rotation in terms of injury gain, without having to weave in some
suboptimal abilities. As you can see, the general mechanics are really simple. While tanking is currently arguably easier than it was in Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn, it may still require a bit of practice. You have to perform your combinations, master your rotations, make sure you keep aggro on
yourself, and most importantly – you have to stay alive. A good awareness of what happens to your party (especially healers) can help a lot. You have access to some emergency tools that may turn out to be lifeguards in certain situations. In a raid environment, you can play as the main tank or an off-
tank. The main tank is supposed to take all the attention and generate as much animosity as possible. For the most part, off-tank acts as an additional injury source. His main task is to catch any monsters (mostly adding), to target healers or DPS. They have much more to do when the main tank dies or
has to stop refueling for some time. In such circumstances, off-tank takes the role of the main tank. If done correctly, it should be possible to transfer animosity without any problems. Goen are the days of Shield Oath and Sword Oath as the positions you have to switch between, now you can get increased
animosity without a loss of injury thanks to the on/off-ability – Iron Will. After all that is said, let's jump right into some more Paladin-specific stuff! Basically about FF14 Paladin As we mentioned, Paladins use sword shields and heavy plate armor. It's one of the original jobs in Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm
Reborn, so it requires leveling a particular battle class first. In this case, it's Gladiator. To join this class or later (on level 30) advance in Paladin, head to the Gladiator's Guild of steps of Thal inside the city of Ul 'dah. In terms of leveling and solo content, they are actually really good and fun to play. Tanks in
FFXIV have decent damage - going through Eorzea by yourself is not so miserable. Lousy. Paladin currently has a lot of area of efficacy skills, which is often useful in these situations. You will definitely have a better time in solo content than a Dark Knight would. For the playoff raid content, they are
slightly better suited to off-tank than the main tank role. They have access to several defensive utility spells for their teammates. Using some of them can be more difficult with all the responsibilities of the main tank. That said, they can also play that role well. Job gauge After reaching level 35 and learning
Oath Mastery moves, Paladin gets access to the Oath Gauge. It is accused of auto-attack - each landed one giving 5 points, up to a maximum of 100. You can spend them on skills like Sheltron, Cover and Intervention — each of them costs 50 Oath Gauge per cast. Iron Will also has its own indicator on a



Paladin player's screen, but it only shows whether the ability is on or off. This ability increases your animosity generation with other actions when it is active. Tank, healer, or DPS – you can play any job you want if you buy one of the already developed Final Fantasy XIV accounts available on
MMOAuctions! Most importantly Paladin skills We are not going to talk about every single ability, just the ones that will be the most important for your success as a tank. Remember that not all the skills are given just to get to that specific level. You may need to complete a mission to access some of them.
Weaponskills and combos Fast Blade – a 200 potency combo opens. Riot Blade - use it after Fast Blade to restore some MP. Goring Blade - when used after Riot Blade, it inflicts a powerful 21 second damage over time. Rage of Halone/ Royal Authority - use it after Riot Blade as combo finisher. When
you gain access to the royal authority, it will provide extra strength and access to Sword Oath stacks. Reconciliation – a powerful attack with a power of 550. Requires Sword Oath to be used. Total Eclipse - an AoE combo opener with a power of 120. Prominence - an AoE attack that gets extra strength
when used after total eclipse. If you have access to extended Prominence feature, it will also restore MP. Shield Bash - an attack that stuns the goal for 6 seconds. Shield Lob – a varied attack. You will often use it to pull mobs. The weaponskill combos look like this: DoT/Goring Blade combo: Quick
Blade-&gt;Riot Blade-&gt;Goring Blade – you should always keep the DoT on the head, use this combo when it's close to running out. Royal Authority combo: Fast Blade-&gt;Riot Blade-&gt;Royal Authority-&gt;3x Reconciliation - Sword Oath stacks generated by the Royal Authority don't last that long, so
you should immediately spend them on the three Atonements. It is a very effective combo in terms of strength. AoE combo: Total Eclipse-&gt;Prominence Damage Spells and Abilities Fight or Flight - this ability provides a 25% buff for all your physical injuries treated. You'll need it under your weapons. It
has a duration of 25 seconds of reworking hours. You want to weave in two Goring Blade throws within a single duration of this buff. Spirits within - an attack with a potency of 370 when you're full HP (it gets lower the less HP you have). It has a 30 second cool down and it restores the MP. Circle of Scorn
– an AoE capability that applies DoT to nearby enemies. Holy Spirit - a single goal magic with a potency of 350. Holy Circle - an AoE magic with a potency of 250. Take action – a targeted gap-closer who deals with injuries and lets you dash to your enemy. It can hold up to two charges. Requiescat – a
single target ability with a potency of 550. If you have 80% or more MP, it will also give you a 12 second buff that increases your magic' potency by 50% and lets you throw them right away (it's not literally instantaneous, but they get the shortest possible cast time). This ability has a 60 second reworked
timer. Confiteor - a powerful AoE magic with the strength of 800. It can only be cast when you have Requiescat buff. It also consumes this status. Spelling combinations All your spelling combinations are based on utilizing Requiescat. You only want to go for them if you have full MP and Requiescat is
ready. Always make sure that you are able to throw the Confiteor before the buff runs out. Missing this spell is a colossal injury loss. Single target combo: Requiescat-&gt;4x Holy Spirit-&gt;Confiteor AoE combo: Requiescat-&gt;4x Holy Circle-&gt;Confiteor Defensive spells and abilities Paladins have
access to a large number of defensive and utility skills. That's what makes this job good in both the main tank and off-tank role. An experienced Paladin player who knows the possibilities and limits of their character can help in difficult situations like an off-tank. This role gives them more freedom to use all
the different spells and abilities as they are needed. Iron Will - a changed ability that far increases your animosity generation. You should always keep it on as the main tank. If you play as an off-tank, you should usually turn it off. Challenging the main tank in terms of taking aggro will only generate chaos
and create more room for mistakes that your party can make. But when the main tank dies or he can't absorb damage anymore, you should activate Iron Will immediately. It seems like a refueling attitude. Sheltron – gives you a 100% block chance of the next incoming attack (resulting in something close
to 20% damage reduction). It costs 50 Oath Gauge and has 5 seconds reworked hours. Use it to mitigate tankbusters (strong attacks used by some commanders). Make sure not to throw anything during you get hit because you can't block when you throw a spell. Sentinel - a 10 second buff that reduces
damage taken from all sources by 30%. It has two minutes of cooling down. Cover - it's an ability that lets you take all the damage to a party member. It costs 50 Oath Gauge, lasts 12 seconds, and has a 120 second reworked timer. Gentleness a powerful healing spell with a cure strength 1200. It can
sometimes save your or a party member's life, but not use it too often. It is a loss of MP and DPS. It should only be used in an emergency. Of course, you can't replace a White Mage, but this skill can save you or a teammate in rare cases. Hallowed Ground - a 10 second buff that makes you immune to
almost every attack. It has a 420 second reworked timer. You should use it mostly as a panic button when your healers are either dead, disconnected or completely out of the MP. Passage of Arms - a cone-shape AoE that creates a zone where your party members take reduced damage. The effect is
created behind you. Divine Veil - a party-wide barrier that is activated with an HP recovery magic. Provoke - places you at the top of the target animosity list, useful for taking over aggro. Shirk - transfers 25% of your animosity to a target party member. Use it when you need to get rid of the aggro. Violence
- this cross-class tank role action reduces your damage taken by 20% in 20 seconds. Low Blow - a tank role action that serves as a single target stun. There are also a few more actions to suit this category, but these are the most important. Paladin Traits Tank Mastery - a 20% reduction of damage taken.
It also increases your maximum HP and attack damage. Oath Mastery - this move locks your job gauge. It allows you to generate 5 Oath Gauge with each landed auto-attack. Chivalry - restores MP when using Riot Blade and spirits within. Rage of Halone Mastery – turns Rage of Halone into The Royal
Authority. Divine Magic Mastery - reduces the MP cost of your magic by 50% and prevents casting interruptions when you take damage. Enhanced highlighting - restores mp when you use Prominence. Improved Sheltron – increases the Sheltron duration to 6 seconds. Sword Oath – unlocks the Sword
Oath stacks with Royal Authority combinations. At the same time, it enables reconciliation. Improved Requiescat - lets you instantly cast spells when Requiescat is active (without this move, it only provides extra strength). Full rotations and playstyle tips Like a Paladin, you will want to use weaponskill
rotations much more than anything else. The magic rotation is powerful, but it's based on a relatively long-cooldown Requiescat, and it requires a full MP bar. At the same time, it's a little more flexible than the weaponskill one because it doesn't rely on combos. As we mentioned, it is essential to optimize
your fight or aircraft use with Goring Blade. Generally, injuries over time have skills carry the most potency, and if a bonus is active when performing the attack, the entire DoT duration will get the extra damage. If your Fight or Flight is off cooldown, you will want to weave it in your DoT combo, between
Riot Blade and Goring Blade. An example of a single target opener might look like this: Shield Lob-&gt;Intervene-&gt;DoT combo (Fast Blade-&gt;Riot Blade-&gt;Fight or Flight-&gt;Goring Blade)-&gt;Royal Blade combo (with the three Atonements)-&gt;DoT combo should still run) -&gt;Requiescat-&gt;4x
Holy Spirit-&gt; Kontitor. Then you go back to weapons combinations. You can weave in spirits within extra damage when you can. Intervene can also be used this way, but only if you are sure that you will not need the gap-closer anytime soon. Meanwhile, an AoE opener would be: Total Eclipse-
&gt;Circle of Scorn-&gt;Prominence-&gt;Requiescat-&gt;4x Holy Circle-&gt;Confiteor-&gt;Fight or Flight-&gt;AoE weapons combo used repeatedly. You want to weave in the Circle of Scorn every time that it's off cooldown. The same goes for the AoE spelling combo to be used when Requiescat is
available. Save Fight or Flight until after your spelling combination because it will not amplify the magic damage. You get to use it really often in dungeons and main story quests. Explaining the correct timing to use the defensive cooldowns is quite tricky. In general, it always depends heavily on the
situation you are in. Make sure you remember what all your skills do. Normally they act as a means of saving the situation when things go wrong. If you want to play as off-tank, you will probably get some options to use them. Abilities like Sentinel and Hallowed Ground can let you survive longer when
refueling. Cover and Intervention can help you keep an ally alive. The cure from Gentleness can be extremely valuable when your healers are dead or unable to keep up with all the damage that your team takes. Overall, keep in mind all the parts of your skillset, and some options to use these cooldowns
will probably present themselves at certain points. Paladin in FFXIV Tanking in FF14 can be more fun and engaging compared to many other role-playing games. You will do much more than just stand in the frontline, get hit, and spamming a mock ability. As you can see, Paladin has access to several
combos, as well as some good situational cooldowns. Learning how to use all these tools can be really satisfying. The basic mechanics of thought may have been simplified, but you still need good focus and a quick hand to play at the highest level. It's also a great job if you want to start learning a tank.
That, along with the wonderful world building and great animations, is what keeps players locked in as they face all the challenges they can find in Eorzea. Final Fantasy XIV is famous for its friendly and welcoming community full of nice people. Besides combat activities (PvE and PvP), you can also
develop various crafting and collection classes. Of course, a strong tank is not all that matters, you will also need healers (White Mage, Scholar, Astrologian) and DPS players (Red Mage, Black Mage, Summoner, Ninja, Dancer, Bard, Machinist, Monk, Dragoon, Samurai) in your party. Browse our blog to
find and read more guides about Final Fantasy XIV as well as lots of others Online games! Games! Games!
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